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What people say
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want to be problematic, I don’t
even think they want jobs, the kids
wants to be heard and recognized.
♦

Stethoscope Juju
Ailonga
Why didn’t they go to school, Government has availed structures that
could help children who cannot
afford schools and university. other
exile kids used those opportunities,
why should they be treated special? for that matter, they were just
living large in the camps
abroad....eating nice food, while
some of us were starving in
Namibia because the Boers destroyed our Mahangu field and
shot all our livestock for fun.

♦

Tjitunga Elijah
Ngurare
WHAT IS YOUR HONEST
OPINION ABOUT CHILDREN
OF THE LIBERATION
STRUGGLE (EXILE KIDS) IN
GENERAL? NOT WHAT YOU
HAVE READ BUT WHAT YOU
GOT FROM TALKING TO
THEM I.E. FROM THE LIKES
OF DR AUPINDI AND THOSE
NOW IN THE ARMY, POLICE
ETC AND MEASURE THAT
WITH THOSE HANDFUL
WHO ARE DEMONSTRATING?
♦
Alex Anguuo
We all had equal opportunity of
going to school, some of them even
went to better school but fail to
make it and they must blame themselves not the government.
♦

Annelien Nonnoz
Van Wyk
In general my Cde I think they want
a listening ear and want to know
that their needs and aspirations
matters in this country.
♦
Seriah S. Pieters
They are becoming a problem chief
seriously these kids, they are lazy
they wait around for govt to provide for them already all entry level
posts have been frozen for them
but we do not see them applying
for the positions, is it money they
want or what? i have a question
what about the kids who were born
in Namibia during that time?? are
they not ... See More benefiting?
everyday they are becoming more
and more. i think the situation
needs to be corrected and fast before they get out of hands these
kids. That is my opinion.
♦
Rasta Marley
They must go back to their mothers houses , do be born in exile does
not make u extra ordinary , we are
all equal , we fought for a common purpose .jobs must be provided 2 all the Namibian youth
irregardless of the status quo
♦
Meita Hakaye
Those grown up ‘kids’......no
comment.....mxiiiim!
♦

Annelien Nonnoz
Van Wyk
And I repeat, In general my Cde I
think they want a listening ear and
want to know that their needs and
aspirations matters in this country.
I don’t think they want money or
that they are just plain lazy and

♦
Silas Ndakolo
My cde Im also a struggle child,
but im studying in order to get a
job. I don’t camp around expecting government to give me a job. I
heard there are corrupt elements
in the army recruitment process
they employ their relatives at the
expense of the struggle kids. Most
of the recruits are those who have
relatives at MOD.
♦
Nashipe Shivute
I’m totally fed up @ speechless
about those grown up kids each
@ every1 must go home were he/
she came from before they didn’t
camp!
♦

Stephen
Ndeshipanda Iimbili
If I am not mistaken, at one point
they were asked who want go back
to school and who want job, but
few of them indicated that they
want go back to school. all they
are demanding is job in Army and
Police. Am one of those people
inspired by the old man(Dr. Sam
Shafishuna Nujoma).that Nam
need Engineers, Agriculturalist ,
Doctors and many more so that we
can have good leaders of this country. Looking at the situation, these
guys they just want a short term
solution(Employment). It is also a
sign of selfishness: It is not only
them who don’t have job in the
country, so if Gov is to only concentrate on them, then we expect
another group to be formed and
start bulldoze the Gov. Opportunity was given to them and most
of them mess up especially in
school. They are not special at all.
♦

Lydia Nankelo
Mpinge
Am an exile kid, 1989 is not now,
most of them where working in
NDF, going to school and they
drop out..... What kind of jobs do
they want now, form NDF to NDF
again? And wasting their precious
moment striking and make babies,
its their faults...Through the government grant i finish my tertiary,
what more else..M thankful for my
Government..Naya tye ngaaaa!
♦

Klaudia
Shimwetheleni
Am also an exile kid but I am proud
to say I have made it on my
own..but for a reason I am not at
all going 2 say this fellow exile kids
are wrong or right who r thus far
on a street striking..we can all express our views n opinions on their
situations but mind you sum1 is
behind those kids..kids ja..mmh.
And 2 refresh our minds and be
well informed go back to the OAU

promises..when these kids n their
parents were promised of the
future..if I am not mistaken this
matter is between Swapo and
these kids..but who is Swapo as
ruling party..Of course and is the
government. This whole fuss requires quite a lot of research and
understanding. 4rm there we can
all start analyzing it and the aftermath is not yet known. But be rest
assured who the Swapo people
are..this is a political game..you
must be a good politician as Dr
himself Elijah..but if you are apolitical I don’t know.
♦

Milo Comrade
Ipinge
The struggle kids are taking advantage of the situation. There are
other Namibians of the same age
group who had lost their parents
from aids etc who are demanding
nothing from the government. It’s
not fair that they have to be taken
into concentration and not others.
everyone in Namibia is enabled
to free education including the
struggle kids, they should go back
to school or work on the mahangu
fields if education was never what
they wanted. All Namibian youths
should be treated the same as the
struggle kids!.
♦
Pedro Teca
Let me share our Angolan experience after almost 30 years of war
which ended in 2002: My Nam
Comrades, I can tell you that since
I was born I’ve only seen my
country in peace in the last 8 years.
The war brought misery, extreme
poverty (don’t be mislead by the
generalization that all Angolans
are rich. Mind you that we are almost 18 million). We ... See
Morehave many amputated war
soldiers and veterans who still
have no home and still live in
military bases. We’ve lost relatives, families, brothers, sisters,
mothers, fathers, friends, etc. The
main point is that besides the war
veterans, I’ve never seen any organization of the sons or daughters of those war veterans. We do
it on our own. We ‘zula to survive’. Most of us here in Namibia,
come from poor families who
who sacrifice their last cents just
to have ‘a Doctor’ in the family.
We don’t rely on any
Government’s loans or scholarships which almost 90% are monopolistic to the elite or corruptly
sold in exorbitant amounts. All
this after only 8 years of peace.
Comrades, I honestly think that
after your 20 years of indepedence
and peace, struggle kids concepts
are things of the past. Peace.
♦

Lucia HipondokaTuyapeni
Those kids are just a problem they
do not want to meet the GRN half
way they just demand and demand all the time!!! And I agree
with Cde Pedro those are things
of the past let us not dwell on
them!! Infact they should not even
be classified we are all Namibian
youth and I see it a waste of time
to go on and complain all the time!
WHO WILL HELP U IF... See
More U ARE NOT WILLING
TO HELP YOURSELF OR
EVEN TAKE THE FIRST
STEP!!! It is nobody’s problem
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perpetual plight, and the educated among us choose to join their ranks and to maintain the status quo of our
so-called Dark Continent.As Amos N Wilson noted in the book “The Falsification of Afrikan Consciousness”,
the response of some of our African people to the contradictions of the world order dictated to us by the
Westerner is “over-compensation”.
We see some people who will strive to prove to the white folk that we blacks are the greatest in the world.Wilson
argues that sometimes we notice a success by our own black people that is, in fact based on failure; a success
that can be considered to be in itself a type of failure.
This is the type of success that is void of satisfaction and peace — a success that makes someone feel
psychologically cheated.This is success that comes with obsession and compulsiveness, and many times it is
this kind of success that gets some African leaders piling up stolen monies in European banks.We aspire to be
like this wonderful white image of success that we actually want to disappear into the white man so we can
prove that we have made it to be like him; and to have our money in the same banks with him, have our kids
studying and staying in the homeland of the wonderful white man.
We feel unsafe to keep within Africa whatever riches we acquire because we always see imminent disaster
pursuing us — imminent disaster created by the pressure that pushes us to emulate the lifestyle of the foreigner in the West, a lifestyle we feel is threatened by the sea of poverty-stricken masses surrounding us.
The reality of the world we live in today is that the white man dominates other races in as far as world
affairs are concerned; economically, politically and even militarily. Caucasian people are not at our stage of
development in Africa.We are coming out of colonialism, we are struggling under imperialism; and we are still
grappling from a dark night of ignorance.The Caucasian should not think that Western evolution makes him
superior.
The Caucasian comes not from such a great background himself.These are people who struggled with life
in the hills and caves of Europe.
They did not know how to bury their dead or how to cook their food, and the British are still not the best of
cooks.Yet you hardly ever hear the Europeans ever talking about their beginnings. You do not find Europeans
glorifying the caves. It is nothing to talk about. They have put that behind them and they have moved on, and
we must equally evolve from our past into a bright future that we shape for ourselves.We cannot be studying
Egyptology so that we can prove to the white man how great we are, or hope that one day when the white man
admits and acknowledges that Egyptians were black Africans — then he will accept us as human beings.
Our study of Egyptology or that of the greatness of African architecture at Great Zimbabwe; cannot be a
collective defence mechanism, or a means of dealing with our hurt pride. We cannot use our past as a means of
trying to slip into the acceptance of white people.We cannot hang-up with history and exaggerate certain of
our achievements as a way of salvaging our damaged ego.We always have this ache of inferiority that never
seems to go away.
Our people study and graduate in their thousands from various universities, but the sense of inferiority
persists.This is because our motivation is wrong; it is because we are pushed by the wrong reasons.The problem with this kind of motivation is that even if we manage to replace those who oppress and rule over us, we
will only end up being exactly like them.
Wrong motivations set our minds up for being inculcated and possessed by the very devil we fight against.This
is why we need to change the way Africa is proceeding right now, otherwise another revolution will have to be
fought; and it will have to be fought against us.This is not a revolution by Caucasian-sponsored political
parties, the so-called “pro-democracy” parties and so forth. We are talking of a revolution of African masses
seeking to free themselves from imitators of the Caucasian; from people who respond to Western domination
and oppression by over-compensating themselves in a bid to catch up with the white folk.
We cannot build African economies on development aid. That brings a victory that leaves the taste of ashes
in our mouths. African economic success is not a matter of making it in the system that has been set up by the
European.
It is a matter of questioning that very system.Our success is not just a matter of equality within the system
but a result of critical analysis of the entire system.It is not enough for us Africans to look at the system and
react with rage, apathy, stereotypy, paranoia, suspicion, depression or mania. We cannot confront this system
with bourgeoisie nationalism either.
We have to be very careful and make sure that we do not see our suffering masses as only in dire need of
comprehensive lessons in liberation history, the great history of Africa, lofty ideals of morality, patriotism,
sovereignty and so forth.What we are fighting against is what Apostle Paul called “principalities, against
powers, against the rulers of darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.”
This is what the Imperial system led by the United States is like.We are not fighting just a mindset of a
repressive people. We are fighting against real flesh and blood people who control the world’s economic
system, its social system, and its military system.Though of great importance, mere knowledge about our
liberation legacy, our great African history, morality, patriotism, or sovereignty is not going to be enough to
extricate us from the situation we are in today as Africans.We need to dismantle the system established in
Africa by the Westerner and not seek to survive within its dictates; not to emulate it and hope for the best.We
cannot keep looking at white, yellow, or brown people; crying endlessly about our own condition. It is time we
learn what there is in order to evolve on our own — not to aspire to evolve into whiteness.
Louis Farrakhan pointed out that when an embryo is being formed, the first thing to be formed is the head
and after it has developed then hands and other limbs are formed.God knows the futility of giving hands and
limbs without a head. It is the head that tells limbs what to do.Yet post-independent Africa agrees to a world
economic order headed by the G8 and by its former colonisers.Africa agrees to a UN Security Council headed
by five non-African countries, and Africa agrees to an International Criminal Court whose entire trials list is
made up of five African countries and 13 individuals all from Africa — and that in a period of 12 years.How
can we as Africans say we can do without our own global leader economically, politically and at international
law?Why are we wondering that our hands have done next to nothing?
What do you do with only your hands and feet?Dance Kwasa kwasa?Does that build a nation?The Westerner has sought to be our head so that we remain his hands and feet. In fact labourers are literally called
“general hands” by those who own and run industries.Every African leader who has stood for black people
has been castigated, demonised, and many have been destroyed. Zimbabweans must simply forget about
working positively with Westerners until President Mugabe is fatally discredited or even destroyed.No amount
of progress will make Westerners ever work with such a strong African leader who chooses to stand and
defend the rights of his own people. That is the fate of Zimbabwe’s inclusive Government.
They did not agree to work with Kwame Nkrumah, Gamal Abdel Nasser, Thomas Sankara, Samora Machel,
Patrice Lumumba, Julius Nyerere, Haile Selassie or Kenneth Kaunda.These are some of our African nationalists who sought to head the economic affairs of the African continent and they were castigated, demonised,
assassinated, murdered in cold blood, and discredited as examples never to be followed.Africa is a continent
with a long history of a people that have not been treated right. It is a wonder that we somehow think that the
people who did not treat us right in the past can teach us right today.We continue to seek total dependency on
the Caucasian for food, clothing, education, shelter and employment. We even think that Caucasians can
teach us democracy.What rank naivety!Our minds have been fed wrong and we behave wrong.
Our youth hate themselves and are ashamed of the blackness of our skin.How could we be fed properly and
yet we hate ourselves?How can we say we are well educated and yet we deny ourselves?How do we expect
other people to love us and yet we do not love ourselves?How do we expect other people to respect us and yet
we do not respect ourselves?
Why should we expect other people to do for us what we are unwilling to do for ourselves?When one looks
at how the Westerner has sought to steal, plunder, exploit, suppress, oppress and enslave, it becomes no exaggeration to say man has become so weak and wicked that he has lowered himself to the level of a beast.Western
knowledge is being used to destroy rather than to build. That behaviour is beastly in nature.
The US calls itself the world leader today but it uses its knowledge to destroy the planet and so many
nationalities.We are not being taught by human beings but by deadly beasts. It is a wonder the world is
expected to show human qualities when we are being led and taught by beasts.When our people are feeding
from the Western teacher of democracy, they are feeding from death itself.All that is wanted through the
“democratisation process” is to create client regimes and to own and control our people, as well as our resources.
Farrakhan warned the United States to be careful about its foreign policy doctrine of maintaining its position of supremacy by might.
He said, “When you suck the blood of the peoples of the world, at some point there is going to be a natural
combustion because people are going to revolt against the man who knows and kept knowledge from others to
oppress, enslave and exploit them.”Is Africa heading for this revolting or are we still in the comfort zone of
putting up with subjugation and inferiority?Africa we are one and together we will overcome.It is homeland
or death!l Reason Wafawarova is a political writer and can be contacted on wafawarova@yahoo.co.uk or

